20-Point plan for Germany!

When and how does the corona hysteria end? What comes after “Corona”?
Back to normality and "keep it up"?
No - we see, hear and experience unexpected things.
What we need is a committee of inquiry, a judicial review and a fresh start!

There can be no "further-so" according to the schemes of the pre-Corona era, because much
of what we are currently seeing is also the result of long-lasting processes and undesirable
developments in our society, Europe and worldwide, which made all this possible in the first
place.
What is needed, therefore, is a new beginning in broad areas of our society, and beyond that
in the EU and the world organizations.
The basis for this must be a national social, but particularly legal, reappraisal of the Corona
crisis, which must not be carried out by the current political actors themselves, but by an
independent national committee of inquiry.

Immediate measures:
- The current federal government and state governments must resign
- Dissolution of the national parliament
- A broad-based transitional national government must be formed from all social layers,
composed independently of current party affiliations.
This is neither utopian nor impossible, as the events in the former GDR in 1989 have shown.

This transitional government has the following tasks:
- Immediate review of all corona measures for medically necessary and Rule of law criteria,
and reorientation based on the results
- To process the current processes on a medical, political and social level
- A constituent assembly, which is our largely good Basic Law analyzed and, if necessary,
levelled, and prepared for the vote by the people, which was already required in the course
of reunification.
- Create the basis for a new election under the new conditions mentioned below
- Organize and conduct a new election.
- Ensure a smooth transition after the new elections

Guidelines for a reorganization of our political-democratic reorientation of society should be
the following points:
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1. Fulfillment of the mission of the Basic Law to develop a self-given constitution from
the Basic Law, which should have already happened with the reunification.
2. Reorientation of the power/party structures in the country. The Party democracy
must be reduced, the dominant power factor parties must be broken.
3. Limitation of the term of office for elected officials to 2 terms of office and their
possibilities for direct transfer to corporations. Adequate dietary structure (based on
the economy), but abolition of self-sufficiency in the pension sector without own
contribution
4. Compulsory election of the Federal President - detachment from party proportional
representation
5. Withdrawal of the state from many tasks that are not originally its own.
Concentration on tasks that serve the general public/majority, and not the
overemphasis on group interests.
6. Establishment of a "Council of Elders" / Ethics Council, which acts independently of
party affiliation, watches over political decisions, and has a say.
7. Completed vocational training or studies for members of parliament, combined with
practical work experience of at least x years (to be defined) Young interested people
should be involved in an advisory capacity through additional structures.
8. Restructuring of our pension system with gradual implementation. Social discourse on
the integration of the ageing society
9. Restructuring of our health system. Reduction of the influence of the WHO and the
pharmaceutical industry and their price dominance, transparency for policyholders
and insurers. Social discourse about what the system should achieve, what it can do
and how to manage it. Ensuring freedom of treatment for practitioners and patients.
Reorientation from one-sided mechanized functional medicine to holistic medicine.
10. Restructuring of our social system, focusing on people who are really affected and
who also contribute to the efficiency of this system, who have previously contributed
financially, or who are not in a position to do so in terms of health, in order to make
the social system future-proof.

11. Reorientation of our school system, primarily in terms of content and methodology.
Strengthening basic humanistic education in questions of our natural resources
12. Strict separation of powers, which, although theoretically given, is practically no
longer given due to the political appointment of judges and the constitutional court
13. Separation of the public media from political influence, as is the case today through
the broadcasting councils.
14. Introduction of a functioning antitrust law, which in recent decades has become a
waste of time in order to prevent further corporate concentrations and to maintain a
functioning market economy.
15. Establishment and inclusion of elements of direct democracy based on the Swiss
model. Basic law changes only by referendum, not by government!
16. Questioning EU membership if decisive structural changes are not enforceable (which
is likely to happen).
If we want to have national decisions again that can lead to healthy and natural food,
to more natural agriculture that focuses on animal protection and animal husbandry,
then this will not work with the EU and its subsidy programs, voting rights and EU
law.
The aim must be to strengthen local national structures in agriculture and retail.
Questioning the political project "Euro", which has long since failed financially and
economically, and is only kept alive artificially with high risks for citizens throughout
the euro area, especially the German taxpayer, via liability risks, e.g. for Target-2
balances.
17. National Commission from science, industry and politics for a strategic reorientation
of energy policy and public transport
18. Review of the telecommunications strategy for long-term health compatibility, if
neccessary stopping the further expansion of mobile radio
19. streamlining of legislation
20. Simplified tax law, reduction of the overall tax burden for the middle class.

The all-embracing guidelines for all points must be:
As much state as necessary, as much freedom of the individual as possible, as much
personal responsibility as possible - as much commonality as possible!
As much EU as good and necessary, as much national self-responsibility as possible, as little
international dependency as possible.

